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SAFETYTALK

How can we align NINA to the different markets served by the Offshore Energy division? How can
we minimize the distance between management and operations in the short term? These questions
were the focus of the recent NINA Alignment Day. ‘Working with eight colleagues from operations, our
management team identified dilemmas and areas requiring attention. We are going straight to work
with the conclusions,’ says board member Bart Heijermans.
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‘The NINA program was launched almost a decade ago to raise

times, most of the people working for the division are contract staff.

safety awareness at Boskalis, where the principal focus at the time

In addition, we work on a lot of combined projects and with vessels

was still on dredging projects. A lot has changed since then. We

whose crews come from companies where there is no NINA tradi-

have grown into a fully-fledged maritime services provider with an

tion. The challenge is to ensure that all those people comply with a

offshore division that includes eight business units,’ says Bart. ‘An

minimum NINA standard.’

immediate reason for the organization of this NINA Alignment Day
is the fact that, although NINA fits in well with the safety vision of

Part of thE family

the large oil and gas companies, there are also points that we really ‘Many of the colleagues we hire are also the people who are most
need to improve. In addition, the division's management team has

exposed to dangerous situations, such as riggers, divers and deck-

recently been expanded to include a number of new colleagues

hands,’ continues Bart Roeloffs. ‘In addition, turnover is high in

from different backgrounds for whom NINA is still relatively new. So

this group. Another major consideration is that the workload of a

we arranged this day to raise awareness of our NINA program, to

contractor such as Boskalis is always fluctuating. Our vessels simply

discuss the successes and challenges with each other and, on that

don't work every week of the year. A project can turn up from

basis, to set the NINA objectives for our division.’

one day to the next and that means that we sometimes have to put
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together an entire operational team very quickly. At times like this,
dilEmmas

you are dependent on the availability of good crew. So one of the

Bart Roeloffs manages the SHE-Q managers of the eight business

questions we need to answer in the short term is: How do we ensure

‘One of the people I spoke to on the Alignment Day was Paula Nico-

that Boskalis sponsors the KNRM, they offered us the opportunity to

units in the division and the pool of SHE-Q offices in the Offshore

that colleagues who aren't on the Boskalis payroll still feel part of the

laev, a superintendent on the Rockpiper, and she pointed out to me

experience directly the need for safety on board,’ says Bart Heijer-

Energy division. ‘One of the day's goals was to discuss the safety

family?’

dilemmas that our business units encounter in practice. The direc-

that there have been no lost-time injuries (LTIs) on the Rockpiper for

mans. ‘We were shown what it feels like to fall overboard in strong

seven years. We should be spotlighting and celebrating achieve-

currents - and how difficult it is to get back on board. You get to

tors of the eight business units have face-to-face discussions with

Emotional and intEllEctual suPPort

ments like this. It proves once again that an LTI target of zero is feasi- realize once again how important safety is during offshore activities.

colleagues from operations - project engineers, project managers

Bart Heijermans agrees: ‘Most of the things that go wrong involve

ble and that it should be possible elsewhere as well. After all, that is

and captains, for example - to discuss the dilemmas they run up

people who work for subcontractors or temporary employment

what NINA stands for: No Injuries, No Accidents.’

against in their day-to-day work. We drew, in part, on that input

agencies so it's important to win over the emotional and intellectual

to establish a list of areas requiring improvement and we will start

support of this group and get them on board with the NINA philo-

oVErboard

working on that list in the near future.

sophy. Another important area where improvement is needed is

The NINA Alignment Day concluded with a teambuilding session

If you are floating around in a circle with a group of colleagues, you
really need each other. In an exercise like this, the dangers are up
close and personal - and so is the need for a good safety program
like NINA.’

One concern is the fact that the division often works with a wide

the reduction of the gap between colleagues on the vessels and in

in Hoek van Holland: a rescue exercise with the Royal Netherlands

range of subcontractors, freelancers and contract staff. At peak

operations on the one hand and the colleagues in the office on the

Sea Rescue Institution (KNRM). ‘As a token of gratitude for the fact

other,’ says Bart. ‘I think it is important for us, as the senior manage-

> For more information: send an email to
bart.heijermans@boskalis.com or bart.roeloffs@boskalis.com

ment of the division, to be in constant dialogue with each other and
to listen carefully to our colleagues in operations. But as managers,
we also have to be visible and approachable on our vessels for the
crew. Another point is that we must learn from the registration of
"near misses". We should see them as pluses: you avoid accidents
and you can take steps to make sure they don't happen again provided that you use that information properly and do something
useful with it: we need to do this even more effectively. The same
applies to Safety Hazard Observation Cards (SHOCs): it is crucial
to take immediate and highly visible action when an observation is
reported. If there is no feedback here, people get demotivated,’ says
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Bart. ‘We now know the main dilemmas: the next important step is
to really get to work on improvements in the very short term. By the
way, I also think it's important to celebrate successes,’ he continues.
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01 THE MANAGEMENT TEAM OF THE OED AFTER THE NINA ALIGNMENT DAY
02 TEAMBUILDING: THE RESCUE EXERCISE IN HOOK OF HOLLAND
03 PART OF THE DAY WAS DEDICATED TO FORMULATING PERSONAL NINA OBJECTIVES
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